INFORMATION LETTER NR. 1-2016
Hi dear partners in project,
it is one month to our project. We are ready, please make sure for the
Working language of the workshop is in English
1. PREPARATION OF PARTICIPANTS
your participant should be prepared about:
Health
we will working in national groups about topics:
"What mean health to me";
How can I influence on health. What have bad effect on health.
Agreement and disagreement with the arguments about health. Reflection of the day.
"Are you exercise enough?"
Contents: do i move enough. Organization of sport in my country. Have we all in the country
the opportunity to engage in sports activities. Why do young people do not decide to sport.
Where has gone the street.
2. Health issues
Tell as something about your participants (personal) and tell as about your participants with
special diat, health, etc.
3. Facebook
start to invite participants in the facebook group.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/222676354790669/
4. Way to accommodation.
When and how do you plan a route to accommodation.
Adress is: Panonska vas, Tešanovci 11a, 9226 Moravske Toplice
5. Signature of parents (Rules) – PAGE 3

Your group must bring on project:
-

national flag,
For your national evening:
- non-perishable food (specialty of the place whence)
For workshop:
- camera.
and
swimsuits for visiting the spa
Each participant must provide insurance abroad!

Program Rules

Strict Rules and Conditions of Exchange — Violations may result in
the youth’s immediate return home.
1.
Obey the Laws of State of Slovenija — If found guilty of violation of any law, the yout
h
can expect no assistance from the host organization, sponsors or their native country
.
The youth will be returned home as soon as he or she is released by authorities.
2.
Youth is not allowed to possess or use illegal drugs. Medicine prescribed by a physici
an
is allowed.
3.
The youth is not authorized to operate a motorized vehicle of any kind which requires
a
federal/state license or to participate in driver education programs.
4. The drinking of alcoholic beverages is expressly forbidden.
5. Stealing and fraud are prohibited. There are no exceptions.
6.
Unauthorized travel is not allowed. Individual and/or unsupervised travel is NOT allow
ed.
7. The youth must be covered by a medical, sickness and liability insurance policy
approved by sending organization.
8. The youth must attend project regularly and make an honest attempt to succeed.
9. The youth must abide by the rules and conditions of exchange of the Hosting
organization.
Common Sense Rules and Conditions of Exchange — Violations will result in a
district review, restrictions, and a possible return home. Severe or consistent
disregard for these rules will result in being returned home.
I_____________________ allow ___________ attend in the Youth Exchange, which
will be between 10. 7. 2016 and 17. 7. 2016 Slovenia

In a City, Date

the signature of a guardian, parent

______________________

_________________________

